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Our Time Together 

1. The Case for Content 

2. Six Steps for Resetting Your Organization’s Content Strategy 

3. Creation vs. Curation 

4. Processes, Tools & Workflow 

Source: National Journal Communications Council interviews and analysis. 
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Two Primary Methods to Consider When Sourcing Content 
Stocking Your Content Pantry 

“Stories either create their own energy, or leverage existing 
energy around a topic.” 

Zach Seward, Executive Editor, Quartz 

Laws of Motion 

Just 17% of marketers utilized 
curation in their content strategies 
in 2013 

87% of marketers created their 
own content as part of their 
strategies in 2013 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Creation 

Developing Original Content to Showcase 
Organization’s Resources, Perspectives 

ü  Best platform for demonstrating unique value, expertise, 
perspectives 

ü  Establishes authority that can lead to earned media, inbound 
links, increased amplification 

⦸  Often costly and time consuming to develop and maintain 
⦸  Can be difficult to carve out unique take on a topic within a 

cluttered landscape 
⦸  Singularity of perspectives can limit utility to some audiences 

Operationalized Evergreen Topical 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Curation 

Presenting Existing Content in a “Meaningful, 
Organized Way Around Specific Themes”* 

ü  Can be quicker and cheaper to maintain, if process and 
monitoring capabilities are in place 

ü  Showcases a diversity of perspectives not found in 
organizationally created content  

⦸  Positions organization as resource (vs. an expert) on given 
topics or issues 

⦸  Need to ensure there truly is value being added by curating, 
rather than simply aggregating others’ content 

Filtering Listicles 

* Curation definition courtesy of Beth Kanter 

Source: Images from the Noun Project; National Journal Communications Council research and analysis. 
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Source: National Journal Communications Council research and analysis, Seattle Times, Architectural Digest, Sotheby’s 

Collectors Gather, Curators Select 
Borrowed Lessons From the Art World 

A. Alfred Taubman obtained a “vast trove” spanning 
the history of art… 

…But Sotheby’s curated the collection to make it 
approachable for buyers.  
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Source: National Journal Communications Council research and analysis, Social Media Today, Medium 

 Create Valued Experiences By Practicing Processes For Search and Synthesis 
Secret to Curation? Information Should Feel Privileged 

Seek 

Sense 

Share 

On Seeking and Sensing 

Medium specializes in “offering unique perspectives large and small.”  So which “unique 
perspectives” are the most successful?  After controlling for shares, time of posting, and other 
conflicting factors, Medium found a strong correlation between the success of a post and the 
amount of time the author spent writing it.   

q Filter information to provide the best 
content. 

 

q Customize news to target your members. 
 

q Validate popular rumors, findings and 
beliefs. 

q Synthesize information on complicated 
topics.  

q Present knowledge in a digestible format. 

q Connect issues in new ways. 

q Evaluate complex issues and offer 
solutions. 

How Can I Add Value? 
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Source: National Journal Communications Council research and analysis 

Synthesizing Research Promotes Association’s Work and Serves Audiences That Are Short on Time 
The Education Trust’s Blog Curates Latest Research 

Surprising Insights:  Highlights findings 
that contradict widely held beliefs. 

Sticks to themes:  Offers only a selection 
of the most successful approaches. 

Actionable:  Tips could lead to positive 
change for schools’ graduation rates. 
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Source: National Journal Communications Council research and analysis 

Adopt Content Strategies from the Media  
Take Curation from Filler to Feature 

Visualize Links Between 
Information  

Timeline captures the history 
behind an event.  Vox organizes 
related topics into “decks.”  Both 
want to be the first stop for 
audiences seeking background. 
•  Organize a timeline from 

archived stories. 
•  Create maps or hierarchies of 

people, data and events 
connected to a topic. 

Establish a Voice 

The Skimm is a newsletter 
targeted to young women who 
need fast access to national news.  
Its unique voice sets it apart from 
other daily newsletters.  
•  Create a persona that feels 

relatable to your readers.  
•  Don’t be afraid to make 

personality a feature of 
curation. 

Set Deliberate Limits 

This.cm and ReadThisThing only 
share one item per day.  It’s 
counter-intuitive, but it adds 
weight to recommendations. 
•  Pick one source and explain 

why it’s significant or use it to 
open member discussion 

•  Ask members to submit a link; 
highlight their picks and why 
they were selected 
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Focus on Creating Content of an Optimal Length for the Topic, and Avoid the Muddled Middle  
A Footnote on Content Length 

Likelihood 
of Success 

Word Count 

The “Quartz Curve” 

500 800 

No Man’s Land 
⦸  Not short, fast, focused 

and shareable 
⦸  Not long enough to be a 

real payoff for readers 

Longer is (Sometimes) Better 
The benefits of short, snackable 
content are well documented, 
but many platforms are placing 
emphasis on long-form content 
as of late.  
ü Medium.com reported that 7 

minutes (or about 1,600 
words) is the sweet spot for 
capturing reader attention. 

ü  Google’s “in-depth articles” 
feature, displayed prominently 
in search results on a given 
topic, looks for content with 
2,000+ words. 

Source: National Journal Communications Council research and analysis. 
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Effective Editorial Calendar Can Sync Teams’ Activities Across Planning Altitudes 
The Most Necessary Tool 

Other Items to Consider Including: 
 

q Creator, owner of the content 
q Process, workflow steps and approvals 
q Due dates, publish dates 
q Budget 
q Target audience, intended action 
q Tags, metadata 
q Metrics 

Identifies and 
tracks 

opportunities 
for more 
proactive 

topical (as well 
as evergreen) 

content 

Coordinates 
content across 

channels, 
streamlining the 
repurposing and 

integration 
processes 

Source: Content Strategy for the Web, Second Edition; National Journal Communications Council research and analysis. 
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